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THIS PAPER is devoted to the calculation of contact and symplectic cobordism groups. The 
notions of contact (C-) and symplectic (S-) cobordisms were introduced in [2] and play the 
same role for categories of contact and symplectic manifolds as the notion of complex 
cobordism for the category of (stable) complex manifolds. We denote contact and symplec- 
tic cobordism groups by V, and Be, respectively. 
It turns out that the symplectic obordism class of a symplectic manifold is determined 
by its mixed characteristic numbers and mixed characteristic numbers are linearly indepen- 
dent on W, (Theorem 1.7). The contact cobordism group is zero in dimensions 3, 7, 
11, . . . and Z/22 in dimensions 1, 5, 9, . . . (Theorem 1.5). We prove these theorems 
essentially using results of D. McDuff [S], which allow us to reduce the theorems to purely 
topological problems. Namely, the corresponding “h-principle” proved by D. McDuff 
implies that the (C-) S-cobordism class of a (contact) symplectic manifold depends only on 
topological data determined by a (contact) symplectic structure. Moreover, it turns out that 
the C-cobordism class of a contact manifold does not depend on the contact structure, but 
only on the manifold. 
Note that symplectic (S-) cobordism considered here is neither symplectic obordism in 
the usual sense (i.e., cobordism of manifolds equipped with stable quaternion structures), 
nor s-cobordism used in differential topology. The only excuse for our confusing termino- 
logy is that it is quite natural in context of symplectic geometry. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we give all necessary definitions 
and formulate main results, which are proved in Section 2. The proof of the contact case are 
based on results of W.S. Massey [7] and S. Morita [lo], who calculated some unstable 
homotopy groups of the space of linear complex structures. In the proof of the symplectic 
case we also use some results from algebraic topology. At the same time, for the lowest 
dimensions main theorems can be proved geometrically. The 2-dimensional symplectic 
cobordism group is explicitly calculated in [2]. In Section 3 we prove the fact that every 
oriented contact 3-manifold is C-cobordant to zero. Some groups related to contact and 
symplectic cobordism groups are discussed in the last section. 
Throughout the paper all manifolds are supposed to be compact and oriented and all 
fields of hyperplanes are cooriented. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
We start with definitions of contact and symplectic cobordism groups (see also [2] for 
more details). A l-form c1 on a (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold is called contact if TV A (dcr)” is 
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nowhere zero. A field of (cooriented) hyperplanes F is called a contact structure if it is a field 
of kernels of a contact l-form. 
A field of (cooriented) hyperplanes on an-dimensional manifold N is said to be an 
even-contact structure if it is a field of kernels of a l-form /I such that fl A (@)2”-1 # 0 
anywhere on N. 
Both contact and even-contact structures are locally generic in their dimensions, i.e., 
their germs form a Cl-open and dense set in the space of germs of fields of hyperplanes. 
Definition 1.1. A contact cobordism (or C-cobordism) between two oriented contact 
manifolds (Me, F,) and (M,, F,) is an oriented cobordism N between M,, and M, 
equipped with an even-contact structure F, which is transversal to the boundary and 
induces contact structures F0 and F1 on M,, and MI, respectively. 
C-cobordism classes of oriented (2n + 1)-manifolds equipped with cooriented contact 
structures form a commutative group vZn+ 1 with the operation of disjoint union. We call 
this group the contact cobordism group. 
Remark 1.2. A coorientation of a contact structure F = ker cc on M induces the orienta- 
tion a A (da)” of M, which may be different from the orientation of M in the definition of 
C-cobordism. Note also, that if n is odd, this orientation does not depend on the coorienta- 
tion of the contact structure. 
Remark 1.3. Every oriented contact manifold has zero Stiefel-Whitney and Pontrjagin 
characteristic numbers and, therefore, bounds an oriented manifold. 
The notion of the symplectic cobordism is quite analogous to the contact one. An 
odd-symplectic structure is a closed 2-form which has a l-dimensional kernel at every point. 
An odd-symplectic forms are locally generic in the same sense as symplectic ones are and so, 
may be considered as a sort of their odd-dimensional analogue. 
De&&ion 1.4. Oriented symplectic manifolds (B,, 06) and (B,, wi) are S-cobordant, if 
there exists an oriented odd-symplectic manifold (P, o) such that 8P = Be u - B1 and 
olBi=oi, i=O,l. 
Here, again, orientations of Bi, i = 0,l may be different from ol, 2n = dim B. 
Classes of S-cobordism of oriented symplectic 2n-manifolds form a commutative group 
aZ,, with the operation of the disjoint union. In the same way, one may define the integral 
S-cobordism group a$,, , in which the cohomology classes [IO] and [wi] are supposed to be 
integral. 
Every symplectic manifold (B*“, w) admits an almost complex structure J such that 
o(*, J.) is a Riemannian metric. Since the set of all such almost complex structures are 
connected, Chern classes ci E H*‘(B, Z) are well defined. For any multi-index I = (ii, . . . , ik) 
with /I( = i, + . . . + i, < n, we define the mixed characteristic number c,(B, o) as 
(Co]“- ‘I’ uc,,[B]),wherec,=cil u... u ci*. Obviously mixed characteristic numbers 
are invariants of S-cobordism. 
For example, co is just the volume of B and c,,(B, w) = Xx(Bj)sgn ( Co]“, [Bj]), where 
Bj are connected components of B. 
Now we are ready to formulate our main results. 
THEOREM 1.5. (i) %‘*,,_ 1 = 0, if n is even. 
(ii) eZn- 1 = Z/22, if n is odd. 
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Remark 1.6. In case (ii) the isomorphism VZn _ 1 -+ Z/22 can be described as follows. Let 
X2”- ’ be an oriented contact manifold, then it bounds an oriented 2n-dimensional compact 
manifold W, and the image of the class [X] E’%*~- 1 is equal to x(W) mod 2. 
THEOREM 1.7. (i) Two integral symplectic manifolds are symplectically cobordant if and 
only if their mixed characteristic numbers are equal and, so, @,, is a torsion-free group. 
(ii) Mixed characteristic numbers are linearly independent, i.e., they dejine an isomorphism 
93’:,, 0 [w -+ [WN, where N = p(n) + p(n - 1) + . + p(1) + 1, and p(k) is the number of 
partitions of k into the sum of natural summands. 
Remark 1.8. In view of these results, the contact cobordism class of a contact manifold 
does not depend on the contact structure, but only on the manifold. In the same way, the 
symplectic cobordism class of a symplectic manifold depends only on the cohomology class 
of the symplectic structure and its homotopy class among non-degenerate two-forms. 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
The first step in both proofs is a reduction to a purely topological problem. 
The results of D. McDuff [S] imply that a contact manifold (M, a) is C-cobordant to 
zero if and only if it bounds an almost complex manifold (W, J) such that x( W, M) = 0 and 
J is compatible with c(, i.e., ker c( is a complex subbundle of TM W and the quadratic form 
dcl( *, J - ) is positive definite on ker a. 
A symplectic manifold (B, w) is S-cobordant to zero if and only if B bounds an oriented 
manifold Y such that the cohomology class w is in the image of H*(Y, [w) and Y admits 
a field of hyperplanes E equipped with an almost complex structure J, which is compatible 
with w. The last condition means that E is tangent to B and w( *, J - ) is a Riemannian metric 
on B. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let (M2n-1, cc) be a contact manifold. First, note that M bounds 
a stably almost complex manifold (W, J) such that, near 8 W = M, the structure J is 
determined by an almost complex structure compatible with a. 
To see this, consider a compatible with du almost complex structure on the subbundle 
kercr c TM. Its stabilization makes M in an odd-dimensional stably almost complex 
manifold. Due to J. Milnor [9], the odd-dimensional complex cobordism group is zero. This 
implies the existence of the cobordism W. 
Let V, = SO(2n)/U(n) be the space of (linear) complex structures on IF!*“. Since the 
natural inclusion V, + V, + 1 induces an isomorphism rc,( V, ) = 7c,( V,, 1 ) for r < 2n - 1, we 
may assume that the stably almost complex structure J is defined, in fact, on zw @ E*. 
Let S(S) be S*“- ’ equipped with the standard contact structure with the standard (non- 
standard) orientation. The crucial step in the proof is following 
LEMMA 2.1. %?2n_ 1 is a cyclic group generated by S. 
Proof: It is enough to prove that any contact manifold is C-cobordant to a disjoint 
union of copies of S and % 
Denote the kernel of the homomorphism 7t2”_ 1 (V.) -+ 7c2”_ 1 (V,, 1 ) by II. A standard 
calculation shows that the only obstruction to the existence of an almost complex structure 
on W(compatible with GL on M = 8 W) lies in the group H*“( W, W*“-‘; II), where W2n-1 is 
(2n - 1)-skeleton of W. Results of W. S. Massey [7] and S. Morita [lo] imply that II is 
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a cyclic group and its generator can be described as follows. Consider the unit sphere 
S2’-’ c @ and a complex structure .Z on Tp- I@” = S2”-l x @” such that on hyperplanes 
orthogonal to fibers of the Hopf bundle it coincides with the standard complex structure J,, 
and J(V) = Jo(u) for any vector u tangent to a fiber of the Hoph bundle. The complex 
structure .Z determines a generator of II. 
Removing from W ‘some number of open balls, we can obtain an almost complex 
manifold (WI, J1) such that 8 WI is the disjoint union of A4 and spheres S, and J1 is 
compatible with the contact structure on the boundary. Blowing up, if necessary, some 
points of WI we may suppose that x( WI, 8 WI ) > 0. Removing some open balls again, we 
get a C-cobordism between M and spheres. The lemma is proved. 
Note now that if P is a closed almost complex manifold and x(P) > 0, then x(P)* S = 0. 
Since x(CP”) = n + 1, ~((@Pl)n) = 2” and x(@P”-’ x CP’) = 2n, we have (n + 1)~s = 0, 
2”~s = 0 and 2n.S = 0 in q2,,_i. When n is even, gcd(n + 1,2”) = 1. This implies (i). 
If n is odd, then gcd(2n, 2”) = 2 and, therefore, 2. S = 0. On the other hand, for 
odd n, S2”- ’ does not bound any manifold of zero Euler characteristic. This means that S is 
not C-cobordant to zero. Theorem 1.5 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. (i) The stabilization of an almost complex structure J on a sym- 
plectic manifold (B”‘, w) determines an element of the (stable) complex cobordism group 
Sz,“, . Therefore, the classifying map [w] : B -+ @Pm = K(Z, 2) determines an element of the 
bordism group Q&(CPm). It is easy to see that in this way we get a homomorphism 
u:~‘:,~R~“(@P”).ThegroupH,(~P”; Z) is torsion free and so an element of Qyn(@ P “) 
is uniquely determined by its mixed characteristic numbers. (See [l l] for a proof. Note that 
here, we may replace CP” by a projective space of a high enough dimension, and avoid 
troubles appearing in work with infinite-dimensional CW-complexes.) 
It is enough to prove that the homomorphism u is, in fact, a monomorphism. The 
S-cobordism class of a symplectic manifold (B, w) lies in the kernel of u if and only if 
Z? bounds a stably almost complex manifold (Y, J) such that .Z and o are compatible near 
B = a Y and the cohomology class [o] belongs to the image of ZZ2( Y; h). We may suppose 
that J is defined on ry @ E, because the group 7c2”( I’,,,) does not depend on k for k > 0. Let 
E be the maximal complex subbundle of ry. Obviously, dim, E = 2n, E is tangent to B, and 
.Z 1 E is compatible with o near B. Results of D. McDuff [S] imply that (B, o) is S-cobordant 
to zero. 
(ii) Fix a natural number t. For any partition I = (il, . . . , i,) of the natural number 
111 = ii + . . . + i, I n, denote the direct product @Pi1 x . . . x @Pir by X1 and the 
element tCio*(@Pio, Wia) X (@Pi’, ail) X . . . x (CP”, Oi,) of the group 3?sn by X1, where 
i0 = n - II), and oi is the standard symplectic structure on CP’. We have 
cr(X,,) = O(t-‘), if 11’1 < 111, 
c,(X,,) = const + O(t-‘), if 11’1 > III, 
cr(X,.) = cr(Xr,) + O(t-‘), if 11’1 = 111, 
where c,(X,, ) is I-th Chern number of the complex manifold X1,. 
For every k, the matrix {c, (X1 I )}, 1 I’ I = I Z I = k is non-degenerate (for an appropriate 
ordering of multi-indexes), since manifolds X,, form a basis of @!” @ [w (see [l 11). This 
implies that if t is big enough, then the matrix (c,(Xr,)}, 0 < II’ 1, II I < k is non-degenerate. 
Therefore, mixed characteristic numbers define an epimorphism gs, @ Iw + IWN, 
N = p(n) + . . . + p( 1) + 1. In view of(i), it is an monomorphism. The theorem is proved. 
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Fig. 1. 
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3. GROUP OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL COBORDISMS 
Theorem 1.5 implies that V3 = 0. In this section we outline an explicit proof of this fact. 
First, note that the standard contact 3-dimensional sphere is C-cobordant to zero. It 
may be proved by the same arguments that were used at the end of the proof of Theorem 
1.5. (See also [2] for another proof.) 
The main tool in the proof is the following procedure of glueing of two contact 
manifolds along closed curves transversal to contact structures. Consider two 3-dimen- 
sional contact manifolds (M, F = ker GL) and (M’, F’ = ker cr’). Let F c M and I’ c M’ be 
closed curves transversal to F and F’, respectively. According to the result of J. Martinet 
[6], there exist diffeomorphisms 0 and @’ from the solid torus S’ x T2 (with coordinates 
q5,9 and ~E[O, A]) on o t closed neighborhoods U c M and U’ c M’ of I and I’, 
respectively such that @*F = ker(@ + r’d0) and W*F’ = ker(@ - ?dB). 
Denote the contact structure ker(@ + at de) on the “thick torus” P = T2 x [ - 1, l] 
(with coordinates 4, 8 and t) by 2. Glueing T2 x 1 to a(M\intU) and T2 x - 1 to 
a(M ‘\ int U ‘) by means of restrictions of 0 and @’ to T* = a(S’ x D2), respectively, and then 
smoothing, we obtain the manifold N (see Fig. 1). 
If U and U’ are small enough, then N admits a contact structure G = ker /J such that its 
restriction on M\ U, M ‘\ U’ and P coincides with the original ones. 
LEMMA 3.1. The contact manifold (N, G) is C-cobordant to the disjoint union of (M, F) and 
(M’, F’). 
Remark 3.2. Here the orientations of manifolds are supposed to coincide with ones 
given by contact structures. 
The contact manifold (N, G) depends on glueing diffeomorphisms Q, and @‘. 
Remark 3.3. A different sort of contact surgery is proposed by A. Weinstein in [12]. This 
surgery goes along an isotropic sphere and may change the C-cobordism class of a 
manifold. 
Proof: Let us attach the handle A = S’ x D2 x [ - 1, l] to the manifolds M x [0, l] 
and M’x[O,l] by means of diffeomorphisms ~:S1xD2~{-l}~Mx{1} and 
Q’: S’ x D2 x { l} --) M ’ x (0). We get a 4-dimensional manifold X with boundary 
M u M’ LJ - N. One can easily construct an even-contact structure on the manifold X with 
removed two small open balls, in such a way that it induces the contact structures F, F’ and 
G on M, M’ and - N, respectively, and the standard contact structures on boundaries of 
removed balls. Since the standard contact structure on S3 is C-cobordant to zero, (N, G) is 
C-cobordant to (M, F) u (M ‘, F ‘). The lemma is proved. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Every contact structure on S3 is C-cobordant to zero. 
Proof: Consider the direct product Y = S’ x S2 equipped with the contact structure 
K = ker(sin(nz/2)d4 - cos(nz/2)dO), where 4 is the angle coordinate on 
Si, S2 c R3(p, 8, z) is the unite sphere. The contact structure K is C-cobordant to zero. 
Indeed, the cobordism can be given, for example, as the even-contact manifold 
(S’ x D2, ker a), where 0 = dz + zdq% - p2d8/2. 
The result of glueing contact manifolds (M, F) and (Y, K) along closed curves F c M 
and S’ x {North pole) c Y is contactomorphic to the result of the Lutz modification of 
M along I (see [S]). As it was proved by R. Lutz [S] and J. Martinet [6], one may obtain 
a contact structure in every homotopy class of fields of hyperplanes on S3 by a sequence of 
Lutz modifications, starting with the standard contact structure on S3. By Lemma 3.1, 
contact structures obtained in this way are C-cobordant to zero. Applying results of D. 
McDuff [S], we complete the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
Now it is enough to prove that every contact 3-manifold is C-cobordant to a contact 
sphere. According to the result of W. B. R. Lickorish [4], every closed 3-manifold may be 
obtained from S3 by a sequence of spherical surgeries of index 2. Therefore, we just have to 
prove that if the manifold N is obtained from a contact manifold M by such a surgery 
(along a closed curve I c M), then N admits a contact structure G such that (N, G) 
is C-cobordant to (M, F). 
It is easy to prove that the curve F can be approximated by a closed curve, which is 
isotopic to F and transversal to F (see, for example [3]), and so we may suppose that F is 
transversal to F itself. A fiber I0 c S3 of the Hopf bundle is transversal to the standard 
contact structure F0 on S3. Glueing (S3, F,) and (M, F) along To and F we get a manifold, 
which is diffeomorphic to N for an appropriate choice of the glueing diffeomorphism. By 
Lemma 3.1, N carries a contact structure G such that (N, F) is C-cobordant to (M, F). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.5 in dimension 3. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this section we briefly discuss some groups related to the contact cobordism group. 
Most of our definitions can be repeated (with obvious changes) in the symplectic case. 
Considering contact maps of contact (2n + 1)-manifolds to a contact manifold (M, F) 
we may define the contact (C-) bordism group %‘2n+ 1(M, F) of (M, F) in the same way as 
the usual bordism group is defined. So far, almost nothing is known about this group, 
except following 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (M, F) be Euclidean space tQ2N+’ or sphere SZN+’ equipped with 
standard contact structure F. For any given n, %‘2n+l (M, F) = %?2n+l if N is big enough. 
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is standard and, in fact, based on the observation that any 
field of hyperplanes on a manifold may be induced from the standard contact structure on 
Iw 2N+1 (for big enough N) by some embedding of the manifold into IW2Nf1. 
Note, that here the manifold M may not be compact. Note also, that a contact map 
(M, F) -+ (M’, F’) induces a homomorphism %,(M, F) +%,(M’, F’). 
For every manifold P the spherization ST*P of the cotangent bundle carries a natural 
contact structure (see Cl]). Fixing a metric on P we identify the spherization STP of the 
tangent bundle with ST*P and, therefore, we get a contact structure on STP. Let X be 
a manifold and Pk = X x [Wk. Choose a metric on Pk, which is determined by some metric on 
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X and the flat metric on iWk. The natural inclusion pk + Pk+ 1 induces a contactomorphism 
(STP,, Fk) + (sTP,+ 1, Fk+ I), where Fk is the contact structure on STP,. Now we may set 
q*(X) = limdir%,(Pk, Fk), as k + 00. 
It is easy to see that this group does not depend on the choice of metric on X. We finish the 
paper with the following question: do groups g,(X) arise from some extraordinary 
homology theory? 
Remark 4.2. It seems correct that a smooth mapf: X + Y induces a homomorphism 
V*(f) : V*(X) + %‘*( Y), which depends only on the homotopy class of the mapf: There- 
fore, the group Q?*(X) depends only on the homotopy type of X. This allows us to extend 
the functor %‘* ( - ) to the homotopy category of finite CW-complexes using the observation 
that every finite CW-complex is homotopy equivalent to a manifold. 
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